
Case study

Citrix® systems, Inc., supercharges Online ROI  
with unica® NetInsight® Web analytics
Unica NetInsight helps Citrix optimize marketing investments and cut conversion costs by nearly 80%

BACKGROUND
Citrix Systems, Inc., is the global leader and 

most trusted name in on-demand access to 

business applications. The only enterprise 

software company 100% focused on access, 

Citrix offers an integrated, end-to-end system 

that seamlessly connects users, devices and 

networks to enterprise resources. More than 

200,000 organizations rely on Citrix, including 

100% of Fortune 100 companies, 98% of the 

Fortune Global 500, and thousands of small 

businesses and individuals. Citrix has approxi-

mately 6,200 channel and alliance partners 

in more than 100 countries: its Citrix access 

PARTNER network is one of the technology 

industry’s largest partner communities. Citrix 

also supports its offerings with comprehensive, 

value-added professional services through 

Citrix Consulting, and training through Citrix 

Education.

The ChAlleNGes
Citrix must manage multifaceted marketing 

efforts, complex data sets, diverse channels, 

and multiple offerings - including products, 

services, and events. Operating in an enter-

prise environment, with a highly complex sales 

process, Citrix found it extremely difficult to 

quantify the value of its marketing investments, 

both offline and online.

Since the performance of individual marketing 

programs could not be accurately measured 

due to the source set-up limitations, the orga-

nization could not optimize its marketing plans 

based on experience. When Citrix’s agencies 

would provide reports on campaign perfor-

mance, Citrix would notice inconsistencies in 

metrics from third party sites that could never 

be adequately explained. Meanwhile, market-

ing budgets for individual products were set 

largely based on the revenue those products 

generated - not on the specific marketing  

needs and attributes of each individual  

product, or on the results achieved by  

earlier marketing expenditures.

The sOlUTiON
Years ago, Citrix had implemented a com-

petitive web analytics product. However, that 

product did not prove effective. After carefully 

reviewing its options, Citrix implemented Unica 

NetTracker®, which offers powerful web  

analytics capabilities for optimizing web  

programs such as pay-per-click advertising,  

search engine optimization, and affiliate 

marketing. Then, building on what it achieved 

with Unica NetTracker, Citrix upgraded to 

Unica NetInsight, Unica’s enterprise-class web 

analytics solution for companies with heavily 

trafficked web sites.

Since NetTracker and NetInsight  share similar 

user interfaces and utilize the same page 

tagging, the transition between products was 

seamless. Meanwhile, Citrix chose a new 

Search Engine Marketing (SEM) agency that 

utilized NetTracker internally, making coordina-

tion even easier and more effective.

The ResUlTs

Using Unica Netinsight to improve  
search engine Marketing 

Citrix relies heavily on SEM to reach business  

decision-makers. With Unica NetInsight, Citrix 

can now systematically track the results of 

its SEM campaigns, work with its agencies 

to rapidly optimize those campaigns, and 

reflect current experience in future planning.  

In its most recent year, Citrix used NetInsight 

to track 10 campaigns, 42 segments, 91 ad 

groups, and over 1600 keywords. This gener-

ates an enormous amount of information: data 

that was previously unmanageable.

OBJeCTiVes

Understand what customers •	

actually want and care about, not 

what marketers think they want

Gain a deeper understanding of •	

how potential customers behave 

on Citrix web sites

Improve overall marketing  •	

effectiveness by linking campaign 

results to future planning

Track SEM campaigns in far •	

greater detail

Drive increased registration for •	

customer events at a lower cost

ResUlTs

Over 200% increase in click •	

through rates for SEM campaigns

1900% increase in conversions •	

through SEM

80% decrease in cost  •	

per conversion

Ineffective event registration  •	

campaigns uncovered and  

investments refocused

Improved coordination  •	

with agencies

Greater clarity and customer •	

focus throughout the  

marketing process



To manage all this information, Citrix makes 

extensive use of both standard and custom 

NetInsight reports. For example, NetInsight’s 

Entry Page Breakdown report, Citrix has 

gained a far better understanding of how  

customers respond to SEM advertising by 

engine, campaign, and keyword - and it has 

learned some valuable lessons. Says Citrix 

marketing business analyst Susan Zykoski, 

“Our product managers tended to think in 

terms of their product names. But those aren’t 

necessarily effective as keywords. In many 

cases, we’ve been able to show that generic 

keywords are much more effective. We also 

discovered that when analyzing Google and 

Yahoo!, some specific keyword subcategories 

performed far better on one engine than on the 

other. We haven’t found any reason why this 

occurs, but it’s real - and we can track  

and spend money more effectively based  

on this knowledge.”

Citrix holds regular monthly meetings with its 

agencies to refine its marketing campaigns. 

“Our NetInsight reports facilitate those discus-

sions and drive better meetings,” says Zykoski. 

“For example, we can look at our results, and 

quickly say, instead of using A/B creative,  

maybe we should turn off A.” Citrix has also 

used Unica NetInsight Page and Path  

Summary reports to help restructure its web 

site, providing more efficient paths for each 

customer type. “We could see exactly what 

people were doing, where they were dropping 

off, who was converting, and how both  

customers and non-customers behaved.  

That has certainly helped us.” 

Optimizing Online Marketing for  
Citrix’s Annual Customer Conference

With more than 200,000 customers world-

wide, Citrix serves an extraordinarily large and 

diverse user community. Many of Citrix’s top 

customers and prospects come together at the 

company’s flagship annual customer confer-

ence event. Citrix has used Unica NetInsight 

to dramatically improve the way it markets 

this crucial annual event. Citrix has marketed 

its customer event through email; SEM and 

other online advertising; Citrix.com banners; 

and offline promotions ranging from direct 

mail to billboards. It set three core objectives 

for NetInsight: improve tracking of Customer 

Conference site activity, understand each  

campaign’s effectiveness, and track  

paid registrations.

Using NetInsight, says Zykoski, “I can now 

tell you exactly how many event registrations 

came in from each campaign, which words 

perform best in SEM, and my ROI on each 

campaign. The metrics were a huge surprise to 

us. We discovered which vehicle delivered the 

most registrations, with the lowest cost-per-

registration. But, we also discovered that just 

four keywords drove 80% of all registrations. 

And, that there were some campaigns that 

were not driving any registrations.”

“More broadly,” continues Zykoski, “we can 

now ask our managers how many marketing 

dollars they are willing to spend to get a regis-

trant. Using NetInsight’s information, they can 

think about questions like that, and come up 

with goals that make sense.”

At the highest level, Unica NetInsight has 

helped Citrix refocus marketing on the  

customer’s needs and thought processes, 

and away from traditional internal imperatives 

such as specific products and organizational 

structures. By clarifying what works and what 

doesn’t, NetInsight has enabled Citrix to link 

marketing data to decision-making.

Says Zykoski, “We can now communicate in 

‘end-user’ language, not ‘product manager’ 

language. We can ask the two most important 

questions: ‘what does it all really mean?’ and 

‘what are you going to do about it?’ And that 

has led to some important strategic decisions. 

For example, we’ve moved significant dollars 

from print advertising to SEM.”

While driving these high-level benefits, Unica 

NetInsight has also delivered powerful results 

“on the ground.” For example, Citrix has driven 

an increase in SEM click through rates of more 

than 200%. Even more remarkably, it has 

driven a 1,900% increase in conversions, and a 

reduction of nearly 80% in cost per conversion. 
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 “You can’t run your business 

if you don’t have facts.  

NetInsight gives us those 

facts - in a form we can act 

on. It’s an awesome web 

analytics solution.”

Susan Zykoski 

Marketing Business Analyst 

Citrix


